Every Country that has followed Socialism
has failed: Soviet Union, Communist China,
Cuba, Venezuela, North Korea, Nicaragua

Socialism IS Government Control
Here is What to Expect:
Immediate Confiscation of all firearms

Heavy Regulation - No private property

Abolishment of Electoral College

Government take-over of certain industries

Majority of States - No input in election of President

All businesses ordered to obey government dictates

No political parties - one socialist party rule

Govt encourages resentment & jealousy of achievers

Free markets abandoned

No upward mobility - No way to better yourself

No consumer protection laws - no choices in what to buy

Improving the human condition - not a goal of Socialism

Government keeps list of political enemies for retribution

Redistribution of private money to Govt supporters

Lack of freedom and opportunity

No checks and balances in branches of government

Capitalism outlawed - making a profit is illegal

Achievers not rewarded - Merit ignored

Govt outlaws by fiat any behaviors they don't like

Access gained through bribes, favoritism - not skill

Need Govt approval for all actions private/personal
Marketplace no longer determines successful ideas

Govt resorts to compulsion, political re-education,
....eventually torture, prison and exile for dissenters

Bureaucrats and unelected rulers control the culture

Leaders have their own rules & privileges

Freedom of Speech not allowed in Socialist system

Socialism always promises Utopia ... "free" everything

Courts rubberstamp all Govt decisions

Big promises of massive new benefits, with no new taxes!

Media controlled by Govt - No free press

Citizens have no money left for anything but government

No guaranteed rights - No Rule of Law Protections

....little disposable income

Regulation of Production - Govt Decides what to Produce Most everything is taken in taxes for the greater good
....produces many products public doesn't want or need Control by "the people" is control by "government"
Government will decide what public needs

....Socialists say "people" when they mean "government"

Socialism: Cultivates dependency - Kills ambition

93 Trillion - $600K per family for Green New Deal+Freebies

Rulers become permanent - no free elections

"Universal Income" produces fewer and fewer workers

Citizens unprotected from unconstitutional laws

....until the economy collapses

Open Borders = more supporters of socialist rulers
Huge Tax Increases on all taxpayers

Price and Currency controls, rationing of goods

Human rights violations

Collapse of GDP by 40% in near term =

Massive confiscation of wealth

40% less money earned = 40% less taxes paid= shortfall

Certain religions targeted and harassed
Socialist control is permanent - no going back
Encourages resentment of other's achievements
Technology stalled - no reward for success
No personal freedom or right of consent
No State's rights - all power in Central government

Loss of freedom, rights and personal income

....rich paying 90% so Middle Class must cover shortfall
Rationing of healthcare to cut costs
....becomes war on the elderly - an expendable group
Private health insurance illegal
Socialists try to appear cool, hip and with-it to attract
....younger voters, but ultimately offer misery and tyranny

No competition means end of innovation

Democracy is under assault if Socialism takes America

10 Protections from Bill of Rights - null and void!

Republican Women of California - VP Campaign-Precincts

